The Hotel Revolution During
The COVID-19 Era
Four arenas of hotel tech innovations

CRM & Loyalty

Hotel Marketing

Transform experiences for a
new age of guest relations
management

Sales Distribution

Improve your guest
experience before, during
and after their stay

Booking Engine

Supercharge your hotel growth
by connecting sales with
service, marketing, and more.

More bookings, more
revenue, to get more from
your hotel website

New age of travelling is ahead of us. Travelers with heightened expectations will ask for a
personalized experience, tailored only for their needs. To succeed, hotels will need to offer
seamless experiences, tailored to individual guests before, during, and after the stay itself.

78%

of hoteliers say guest
engagement should be
data-driven

64%

Transformative new
capabilities…

...with applications
across domains

WhatsApp Business
API integrated with the
hotel CRM platform
Transforming the hotel
website into the best
performing booking
channel

of travelers say hotel
should provide
cutting-edge digital
experiences to keep up
with the competition

Connect to all the major
distribution channels
and stay always in sync

...but operational and sales
issues to manage
Consolidate disparate
data into your guest
profiles to create an
accurate vivid persona of
your guest

Examples of applications
Sales

Marketing

Enrich your guests' list
and collect missing data
like phone numbers and
emails

One centric hub
to sell and
manage your
rooms' availability

Data-driven
marketing
campaigns

Increase direct
bookings
Super personalize
every stage of the guest
experience

52%

of potential guests are
likely to switch if hotels
don’t personalize
communications

Build and manage
future-proof integrations
with API-led connectivity

Operations

Services

Collect real-time
feedback from
your guests to
improve their
experience before,
during, and after
their stay

Design smart
upselling and
cross-selling
offers based on
guests
preferences

Make critical and
time-sensitive decisions
regarding marketing,
sales, and operations

Manage hosting, scaling,
and constant software
updates
Build failover capabilities
to alternate channels like
SMS
Train the management
and marketing team to
run and maintain all
these connected systems

$3T-$8T

Mckinsey's tourism recovery model forecasts a cumulative drop of $3 trillion to
$8 trillion before tourism expenditure returns to pre-COVID-19 levels.

Hoteliers, hotel service providers, and policymakers must act if we are to capture the
benefits of the during, and post-recovery period while engaging together in a
sustained dialogue about how to use these innovations.
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